The painting by Paul Klee is entitled *Variations* (Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York). Each square has its own structure and color. Together they give the impression of a beautiful building – a vision of the future. Rather than providing a complete review, my talk will consider variations on the theme of objective audiometry. I hope that together these will give you some vision of what we have learned and where we are going.

Some general references for this talk are:


---

**Objective Audiometry/Objektive Hörprüfung**

- **Audiometry/Hörprüfung**
  - subjective
  - objective

- **Thresholds/Schwellen**
  - signal detection
  - adaptive algorithms

- **Multiplicity/Vielzahl**
  - stimuli
  - responses

- **Speech/Sprache**
  - following responses
  - discrimination

http://creatureandcreator.ca/?page_id=2080
The preceding slide presents the outline of my talk. Notes and references are available on the website listed at the bottom of the slide and in the abstract.

http://creatureandcreator.ca/?page_id=2080

I shall begin with some comments on subjective and objective audiometry. Subjective audiometry requires both a conscious response from the person being tested, and an interpretation of this response by the audiologist performing the test. Objective audiometry does not require a conscious response from the patient. I shall later propose that fully objective audiometry should also not require any conscious interpretation of the results by the audiologist. Most importantly there is as yet no objective measurement of speech perception, which is an essential part of audiometry.

Behavioral audiometry has two main parts: the pure tone audiogram and the word recognition score. Both are subjective in that they require the subject to make a conscious response – to press a button when a tone has been heard or to repeat the word that was just presented.

We can often predict the word recognition score from the pure tone thresholds. This has led many to disregard the results of speech perception studies. Hearing aids are usually fit mainly on the basis of the pure tone audiogram. Speech perception is given little attention – as too variable and subjective.

One of the goals of my talk is to promote the testing of speech – in both subjective and objective audiometry.

(The results illustrated in the slide are very subjective – they demonstrate my own hearing.)
Several “objective” responses to sound can be recorded without the subject having to make a decision and provide a behavioral response:

1. changes in the heart rate
2. reflex movements in the body
3. middle ear muscle reflexes
4. otoacoustic emissions
5. electrical responses from the ear or brain
6. magnetic responses from the brain
7. changes in cerebral blood flow as measured with magnetic resonance images (fMRI) or event-related optical signals (near-infra-red spectroscopy NIRS)

I shall limit myself to the electrical measurements:

The illustration shows the electrical responses to sound categorized as transient or following responses. The upper half of the figure shows the transient AEPs plotted on three different time scales – fast, middle and slow. The waveforms represent the typical response to 70 dB nHL clicks presented at a rate of 1/s. The lower half of the figure represents the following responses recorded to amplitude-modulated noise presented at about 60 dB SPL when the rate of modulation is varied. These following responses are plotted on three different frequency scales with the slower responses on the right. Though initially counter-intuitive, this arrangement of the axis allows comparison between homologous transient and following responses. The peaks of the slow following responses near 4, 10 and 20 Hz have been named θ, α, and β after the frequency-bands of the human EEG. Until recently most of the studies of the auditory following responses concentrated on the 40 Hz response (also known as the γ response), the 80 Hz response and the fast Frequency Following Response. Recently it has become apparent that the slow following response (labelled θ) is important in following the speech envelope.

This illustration is taken from:
Objective hearing tests are useful in many situations:

1. subjects too young to provide reliable behavioral responses.
2. patients who are too emotionally disturbed or cognitively impaired to provide reliable behavioral responses.
3. unconscious or anesthetized patients
4. patients who may be consciously or unconsciously exaggerating their hearing impairment.
5. evaluating patients with auditory neuropathy or auditory processing disorders.
6. evaluating the function of cochlear implants

The most important of these applications, and the one I shall focus on, is evaluating hearing in infants and young children.

Different countries have different procedures for screening and diagnosis in the newborn period. This slide shows typical protocols.

Well babies are screened using otoacoustic emissions. Because of the possibility of auditory neuropathy, babies in an intensive care unit are screened using auditory brainstem responses.

Diagnostic evaluation – the estimation of thresholds at different frequencies – uses auditory brainstem responses to tonepips, or more recently to narrowband chirps.
The major change in the last decade has been the use of chirps. CE chirps designed by Claus Elberling are designed to compensate for the frequency-related delays that occur in the cochlea. The travelling wave distributes the different frequencies of sound along the basilar membrane with the high frequencies near the stapes occurring a few milliseconds before the low frequencies near the apex.

A transient stimulus contains multiple different frequencies. If the timings of these different frequencies are adjusted so that the slower frequencies begin earlier than the faster frequencies, the neural responses will all occur simultaneously rather than sequentially and the combined response will be larger. With larger responses the time taken to recognize whether a response is present or not is much shorter. The chirps can be broad-band or limited to an octave of frequencies.

References:

In politics tweets are terrible; in audiology chirps are great.
Narrowband CE Chirps


Tonepips and narrow-band chirps sound similar and have a similar acoustic specificity. However, as this slide shows, the ABR evoked by a chirp is significantly larger than that evoked by a simple tonepip. In general, the wave V amplitude is about 50% larger when using chirps. This makes it faster to determine whether a response is present.

**References for CE Chirps in Neonates**


A differently designed low-frequency chirp might provide a more accurate assessment of low-frequency hearing, particularly if used with masking, but this stimulus is not widely available:


---

**Fitting Hearing Aids**

1. Estimate the pure tone audiogram from the physiological thresholds using correction factors
2. Evaluate the acoustics of the infant ear canal – real ear to coupler difference.
3. Adjust hearing aid gain to present sounds between threshold and maximum comfort levels

An excellent review article on fitting babies with hearing aids is:


[https://www.audiologyonline.com/articles/fitting-hearing-aids-to-babies-848](https://www.audiologyonline.com/articles/fitting-hearing-aids-to-babies-848)

These procedures work well to provide the baby with amplified sounds. However, they do not guarantee that such sounds can be discriminated one from another or even that they may be perceived as speech. Even when fitting hearing aids in adults, one usually does not assess how well speech is perceived through the aids. One simply assumes that amplified sound is adequate for communication. The problem is that the measurement of speech perception is time-consuming even when behavioral methods are used.

This is unfortunate. Patients come to the audiologist because they cannot understand speech. They do not usually complain of difficulties in hearing faint tones. We need to pay more attention to speech perception.
This slide shows the acoustic characteristics of the recently developed International Speech Test Signal. This was constructed by piecing together snippets of speech in 6 different languages: English, Arabic, Chinese, French, German and Spanish. The signal does not make any sense. Played in an endless loop it is a good cure for insomnia.

The spectrogram demonstrates some of the temporal characteristics of speech – phonemes that last between tens of milliseconds, syllables that recur a rate of 3-5 per second, words that last around a second and phrases that last several seconds. The spectrum shows that most of the energy of speech is in the lower frequencies. Not clear from these acoustic characteristics is the fact that many of the acoustic features that distinguish phonemes involve the middle and high frequencies. On the spectrum at the right the dashed line represents the long-term average speech spectrum:

The ISTS signal and supporting documents are available at the website of the European Hearing Instrument Manufacturers Association:

https://www.ehima.com/documents/

References:


Response to tones and chirps can tell us about hearing thresholds but they do not tell us whether the subject can perceive speech. How might we determine objectively whether a patient can discriminate between different sounds?

This slide shows the human cortical response to an auditory stimulus in different contexts. The occasional stimulus evokes a P1-N1-P2 complex. The occasional pause in an ongoing tone evokes a response to both the offset of the tone and its re-onset. A brief change in the frequency of a continuous tone evokes a similar response to the onset of a brief tone. These are simple responses to simple changes.

Things get more complicated when multiple stimuli are involved. If the occasional tone differs from the preceding tones, we record both a response to the onset and a later negative wave in response to the stimulus deviance – the mismatch negativity. The difference between this response and the response to an ongoing standard stimulus shows both the N1 of the onset-response and the MMN to the change. Also visible in these results is the fact that at rapid rates the N1 response to the standard is small whereas the P1 persists. As well as the N1 response to a standard being smaller than the response to the deviant, and the response to the standard that follows the deviant is larger than to a standard that follows another standard. The illustration is from Figure 11-2 in:


The mismatch negativity (MMN) does not require any subjective response on the part of the subject. The subject does not even have to attend to the stimuli. Furthermore the MMN can be recorded in response to phonetic changes as well as simple acoustic changes. The major problem with using the MMN as an objective test is that it is small and takes a long time to record.
A Mismatch Response can be recorded in response to a change in the phonetic characteristic of a stimulus. This slide from Angela Friederici and her colleagues shows the response of young infants to a change in phoneme duration. In German, the duration of a vowel is meaningful.

The mismatch response in the awake infant is similar to that in adults – a small negative wave, the mismatch negativity (MMN). However, in the sleeping infant the response is quite different – a large positive wave rather than a small negative wave. In this slide (as opposed to most of the other slides in this talk) negative is plotted upward. We who study evoked potentials have often been accused of not knowing which way is up.

We have briefly reviewed the state of objective audiometry. Green means we have figured something out. Light blue means there is work to be done. The new chirps are good. We do not yet have an objective assessment of speech perception.

Now that we have considered the need for objective audiometry we shall look at three different aspects of this process – the principle of multiplicity, identifying thresholds, and evaluating speech perception.

The principle of multiplicity entails that

1. we should record responses to multiple stimuli simultaneously, and
2. we should record multiple different responses to these stimuli.

Many years ago, Otavio Lins and I showed that we could record brainstem responses to multiple amplitude modulated tones presented simultaneously. An amplitude modulated tone evokes a steady state response at the frequency of the modulation. This can be identified as a peak in the spectrum of the response.

On the right are shown steady-state responses to different tones modulated at a unique frequency. Each response is recorded separately.

We can combine the stimuli and present them simultaneously. If you pay attention to the sound you can recognize the individual stimuli in the mixture. The cochlea processes each of the modulated stimuli in a separate region of the basilar membrane.

The lower left shows the complete spectrum of the response to the combined stimuli. At the specific modulation-frequencies of each stimulus we can see a response. The region around these frequencies is amplified 2X in the inset. Each response can also be viewed on individual polar plots (upper left) which show the phase as well as the amplitude.
If we present each stimulus by itself we find no difference in amplitude from when the stimuli were presented concurrently. It is therefore much more efficient to record the responses to multiple stimuli presented simultaneously than to record each response separately. We can present four stimuli to the left ear and four stimuli to the right ear. In the best of all possible worlds we can get 8 thresholds in the same time that it takes to record one.


A major recent advance has been to use chirps rather than amplitude modulated tones. These stimuli evoke larger responses and are more quickly detected. They can be recorded close to threshold in infants (upper right from Rodriguez et al.) and the estimated thresholds correlate well with those obtained using simple tone-pip-ABRs when each stimulus is presented singly (lower illustration from Sininger et al.).

The advantage is that multiple chirp ASSRs over recording tone-pip ABRs is that the ASSRs can assess thresholds in much less time (20 as opposed to 32 minutes according to Sininger et al.).

The use of multiple chirp-trains instead of multiple amplitude modulated tone was initially proposed by:

Papers reporting interleaved Chirp ASSRs and comparing them to tpABR in infants or young children:


So my recommendation for the objective determination of hearing thresholds is to record the steady-state responses to multiple chirps presented simultaneously.

This may solve our need for estimating the pure tone audiogram. However it does not tell us that the subject can discriminate the sounds and perceive speech. Remember audiometry has two parts – pure tone thresholds and speech perception.

Perhaps the idea of multiple simultaneous stimuli can be used to decrease the recording time for the mismatch negativity (MMN).

The conventional MMN paradigm presents one type of deviant in a train of standards with a probability of 1/10. To record another type of MMN we need to repeat the whole recording.

---

**Optimum Paradigm for Recording Multiple MMNs**

Näätänen et al. (2004). *Clinical Neurophysiology*, 115, 140-4
A “multiple-deviant” paradigm presents each deviant at the same temporal probability but presents five deviants – frequency, intensity, duration, frequency-glide and gap – concurrently. Five mismatch negativities for the price of one. The sound samples do not follow the illustration. Rather they give you a sense of what the stimuli sound like. We shall return to this paradigm when we consider speech stimuli.


So now we have two protocols for presenting multiple stimuli simultaneously - auditory steady state responses to multiple chirps and mismatch responses to multiple deviances.

We should also consider the idea of recording multiple responses to the same stimuli.

This slide shows the responses to the intermittent amplitude modulation of a continuous tone – at 40 Hz and at 80 Hz. The modulations alternate in their phase. So averaging the responses to the different modulations together cancels out the steady-state response and leaves the transient and sustained potentials. The onset of the modulation evokes an onset response that consists mainly of a P1 wave. Since the stimuli are presented rapidly, the N1 is very small. A sustained potential lasts through the duration of the modulation.

If we take the difference between the responses to the out-of-phase stimuli, we cancel the transient and sustained potentials and are left with the steady-state response – which can be filtered and amplified. These recordings show the build-up of the steady-state response over time. The 80 Hz response originating in the brainstem builds up quickly. There is a slight glitch in the buildup – probably related to the onset response to the onset of the modulation. The cortical 40 Hz response takes about 200 ms to reach steady state.

Where possible, we should record multiple responses – transient, sustained and steady-state – evoked by the same stimuli.

Frequency-following responses have long been evoked using pure tones. Nina Kraus and her colleagues have been using a special speech stimulus to evoke both transient and following responses. The syllable /da/ is truncated to just the first 40 ms and then repeated at 20/s. This stimulus elicits both the auditory brainstem response to the onset of the stop consonant and a frequency-following response to the beginning of the vowel. The large waves of the frequency-following response (D,E,F) occur about 7 ms after the onset of each of the glottal pulses. They represent the pitch envelope. The small waves in each glottal cycle represent the formant frequencies.
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Another recently reported paradigm allows the recording of both the brainstem frequency following response and the cortical transient response. The stimulus is the /a/ vowel. This is repeated rapidly to allow recording the brainstem frequency-following response, and then more slowly for recording the cortical onset response:


These last three illustrations are just examples. Where possible we should record multiple responses to the same stimuli. That way we might see how the sound is processed in different parts of the auditory system.
The principle of multiplicity is established for the stimuli. We still need to evaluated protocols to let us record multiple different responses to the same stimulus.

The next section of the talk will consider another aspect of objectivity – objectivity in the interpretation of the response and in the determination of physiological threshold. My proposal is that assessing the thresholds for auditory evoked potentials should be as objective for the examiner as it is for the patient.

### F-Tests

If the variance of one variable exceeds that of another by a ratio greater than tabulated in the F-distribution, then the two variables are significantly different.

In evoked potentials the test can assess the signal-to-noise ratio and determine when a response is significantly greater than what might be expected by chance.

The F<sub>sp</sub> measurement of the ABR compares trial by trial variance at a single point to the variance of the average response.

The F-test for steady-state responses compares the power at the stimulus frequency to that in adjacent frequencies.

Ronald Fisher was a brilliant mathematician who almost single-handedly established modern scientific statistics. Although an astute theorist, Fisher sometimes went astray in his interpretation of the facts, espousing eugenics and arguing against tobacco’s relation to lung cancer. But when he was right he was really right. And if you use the correct statistical tests you will be as confident in your interpretation as Fisher is in his photograph. You will be unbiased – “objective.”

The F<sub>sp</sub> test for the ABR is described in:


The F-test in steady state responses is discussed in:

This slide illustrates the F-test. When we examine the steady-state response in the frequency domain it shows up as a line at the frequency at which the stimuli were presented. The activity at the other frequencies represents the unaveraged background EEG. The F-test compares the amplitude at the stimulus frequency to that at adjacent frequencies. If the stimulus amplitude is larger than what would be expected by chance (left example) we can conclude that there is a response. If not, we can only conclude that any response is not (yet) greater than the background EEG. We need another criterion – a low level of the background noise – to decide that that response is not present.

Responses to chirps can be recorded at different stimulus-rates. In the frequency domain the response is seen at the rate of stimulation and at harmonics of this rate. Depending on the subject and the stimulus-rate, some harmonics may be more prominent than others. Combining the statistical tests among the responses at each of the multiple harmonics can give a more reliable
Once we have a reliable technique for determining whether a response is present or not, we can then determine the threshold for the response.

Thresholds can be estimated using fixed or adaptive methods. The fixed method records responses at multiple levels above and below the threshold and records the frequency of detection as a psychometric function. In an adaptive technique, the intensity presented on any one trial depends on the responses to preceding trials. For example, the intensity can be decreased by 10 dB after a negative response and increased by 5 dB after a negative response:


This diagram represents the usual approach to estimating thresholds in behavioral audiology. Initially, the subject is familiarized with the stimulus so that he or she knows what to listen for. The tester then starts below the threshold and ascends in 5 dB steps until the subject hears the tone. The stimulus is then decreased by 10 dB and the ascent begins again. This down-10-up-5 sequence is repeated until a positive response occurs at one level in two out of three times. This level is then considered threshold.

This protocol works well when recording behavioral responses. There is little difference in time between a “yes” response and no response. In recording evoked potentials this approach is not efficient. The problem is that it takes much longer to decide that an electrophysiological response is absent than it takes to decide that the response is present. In the example provided, threshold is determined after 3 positive responses and 6 negative responses. To decide that a response is not present we must reduce the background EEG noise to some low criterion. Testing can take a long time if the protocol requires more negative than positive responses.

Therefore when estimating thresholds for evoked potentials we usually use a descending technique. Then we only need to spend a long recording time at the end when we have gone below threshold and have to determine that no responses are present.

When determining thresholds we need to consider the possibility of false positive responses. Using a test criterion of $p=0.05$, about 1 in 20 responses could be “detected” even if there were actually no responses present. This is the nature of the statistical test. In the present set of recordings two responses out of 61 were considered to be false positives – designated by the ?

We also need to consider the possibility that a response might be missed. Perhaps the noise in one recording was particularly high. Thus in the illustration we might consider the 1 kHz response at 30 dB in the 1.6 minute recording to be inadvertently missed because there is a response at 20 dB. The algorithm would be to accept a response as present if only one response at higher intensities is missing. Or perhaps the response at 20 dB is another false positive. Decisions! Decisions!

A major question is whether we should continue to recording to a set time – say 10 minutes – or whether we can stop as soon as all responses are recognized – e.g. after 1.6 minutes at 70 and 60 dB SPL.

The illustration is Figure 10-14 from
To save time, can we just stop the recording when a response is detected? Can we watch the ongoing response, monitor the significance level and then stop when criterion is reached? The problem with this approach is that the more times we test for significance the greater the probability that we might reach criterion level by chance. A significance level of $p<0.05$ means that we would judge a response significant 1 in 20 times even though there was no response present.

We can compensate for this using various statistical corrections. A simple Bonferroni correction divides the probability criterion by the number of tests. The illustration shows the corrected criterion when monitoring the significance level every minute or every 4 seconds. The response is to a 1 kHz amplitude modulated tone at low intensity (25 dB SPL) in two different subjects. In the upper subject the response becomes significant in 2 minutes using 1 minute monitoring and in 5.2 minutes using 4-second monitoring. In the lower subject the response never reaches significance using the 4-second monitoring protocol. This illustration is Figure 6-14 from Picton T. W. (2011). *Human Auditory Evoked Potentials*. San Diego: Plural Press.

Mario Cebulla and Ekkehard Stürzebecher have proposed protocols wherein the interval between the tests increases over time. If the response is not significant the protocol waits longer before testing again:


The lowest intensity at which an evoked potential is detected is the “physiological threshold.” Since this is higher than the behavioral threshold, we normally subtract a correction factor – the mean physiological-behavioral difference – to obtain the “estimated behavioral threshold.”
It is important to note the standard deviation (SD) of the correction factor since this will determine the range for the actual behavioral threshold. One normally assumes that the range is ±2SD – this would include 95% of the possible values. The SD of the correction factors has usually been around 10 dB. This means that we could be out in our estimated behavioral threshold by up to 20 dB in either direction. In the example the patient could actually have a flat audiogram or a limited-high frequency loss. The most recent reports for multiple auditory steady state responses with chirps (e.g., Sininger et al, 2018) give SDs of 5-8 dB. These are much better.

The illustration is Figure 6-15 from

Correction factors decrease as the threshold intensity increases. This is due to the response amplitude (like the perceived intensity) increasing more quickly above threshold when there is a hearing loss. The lower table gives sample correction factors for 40 Hz steady state responses to chirps: 10 to 15 dB at low intensities and 0 dB at high.
At present most systems using multiple steady state responses present all the stimuli at one intensity. In some systems one can separately adjust the intensity of each stimulus. Once a significant response has been detected, the intensity can be lowered. Or if no response has been detected and the background noise has reached a criterion level, the test may be stopped or the intensity increased.

These ideas were considered by Roland Muehler and his colleagues:


The only caution in this approach is that the difference in intensities between stimuli should likely not exceed 30 dB so that there is no masking of one stimulus by the others.


What is needed is for this procedure to be made completely automatic – for the system algorithms to decide when to change the intensity as well as to decide whether a response is present or not. Then we would have completely objective audiometry – objective on the part of the patient and objective on the part of the examiner.
This slide illustrates the idea of using sweeps of intensity to evaluate thresholds. It shows the following response to a 2 kHz stimulus amplitude modulated at 92 Hz that over 16 seconds ascends in intensity from 25 dB SPL to 75 dB and then decreases back to 25 dB. In the upper left is shown the spectrogram – the response can be seen coming out of the background EEG noise near the beginning of the sweep, increasing in amplitude and then decreasing until it is no longer recognizable.


The graphs demonstrate the effects of intensity on the amplitude and phase of the response. The advantage of the sweep technique is that you can use the recorded amplitudes and phases to plot an amplitude-intensity function and extrapolate to threshold.

My dream is that the algorithms for assessing thresholds will sweep back and forth over and above threshold, narrowing the range of intensity until the threshold is accurately and automatically bracketed. Dreams of an old man.
So we have considered how to assess threshold. We have good techniques to monitor the responses so that we can recognize them quickly and accurately. What we still need are some automatic threshold-seeking algorithms.

Now we turn to the final topic of my talk – the objective assessment of speech perception.

In recent years there has been a revolution in auditory science. Rather than using clicks and tones to examine how the auditory system works, scientists are using speech stimuli. This makes sense. Human auditory systems have evolved to process speech – not clicks and tones.

In audiology we should move “beyond the audiogram” and pay more attention to speech perception. Our patients come to us complaining that they cannot understand when others speak to them. They do not complain that they are unable to hear clicks and tones. We should evaluate how well they perceive speech – in quiet and in noise.


Speech stimuli can be particularly important in audiology when fitting hearing aids to compensate for a hearing impairment. The goal is to amplify the speech and compress it to fit within the range of what is comfortably audible. In objective audiometry we can derive the unaided thresholds from chirp-evoked auditory steady state responses. We can also evaluate the responses of the brain to aided stimuli:


However, hearing aids were not designed to amplify chirps or tones. They are set up to amplify speech. They should be evaluated using speech sounds.

A simple way to assess the brain’s ability to process speech sounds is to record frequency and envelope-following responses to simple speech stimuli like vowels.


If these speech stimuli are accurately reproduced by the brainstem we can be sure that the stimuli have been properly processed in the cochlea and are available to be discriminated.

One fascinating aspect of the speech FFRs concern the ability of adults and infants to follow the pitch changes that are phonetically meaningful in tonal languages like Chinese:


Another interesting aspect of using speech stimuli is that we listen to the response played back into a speaker and recognize easily when the response is there. The examples illustrate early in the recording and late in the recording. As the recording progresses you can hear the /a/ sound in the background noise:


Viji Easwar and her colleagues have been considering a stimulus that uses several different speech sounds as a way to evaluate the ability of a hearing aid to transfer speech information to the brain. The frequencies in this stimulus cover the range of the long term speech spectrum. The idea is to evaluate envelope- and frequency-following response to these amplified sounds to assess how well a hearing aid makes speech audible.


One difficulty with these recordings is that several different regions of the auditory pathway from cochlea to cortex generate frequency-following responses and these have different phase
relations to the stimulus. Sometimes the fields from different generators may be out of phase and thus cancel themselves.


The brainstem frequency following response tracks the envelope of speech sounds, portraying how the pitch and the formants change over time. This can give the phonetic structure of speech. Another aspect of speech is the overall speech envelope - how the amplitude changes over time at a rate of 1-10 Hz. Shannon and his colleagues demonstrated how important this is to the recognition of ongoing speech:


The sentence “To find the body they had to drain the (lake)” can be easily heard. The sentence comes from a detective story. The last word is missing since we had to ensure that the subjects attended to the sentence when it was repeated. We ended the sentence either with the correct word or with an incongruous word.

If you take the envelope of a spoken sentence, and fill it with octave-band filtered versions of the original sentence, you can likely still understand it even though it has no pitch and little frequency information. It sounds like whispering. If you fill the envelope with white noise, the
rhythm of the sentence is still preserved. The human brain likely uses the overall amplitude of the speech envelope to divide the speech up into recognizable chunks – syllables and words.

Magnetoencephalographic data indicated that the human auditory cortex followed the speech envelope.


Steve Aiken and I decided to study this response in electroencephalography:


![Graph showing response to speech envelope](image)

Basically we presented 6 different sentences, averaged the response to each sentence over multiple repetitions, and derived source waveforms from the left and right auditory cortex. When then correlated the source waveform to the speech envelope, using variable delays. The correlation was highest when the speech envelope occurred between 100 and 200 ms before the source waveform (red regions).

We could then average the correlations over the period of the sentence to give a “transfer function.” This was significantly greater than what would occur by chance (shaded area). The human auditory cortex followed the speech envelope with a delay between 100 and 200 milliseconds. As I speak your auditory cortex is following me.
However, following the speech envelope does not mean that we can understand what is being said. For that we need to discriminate the different speech sounds. One way to see whether the brain recognizes the difference between speech sounds is to record the mismatch response to a phonetic change. We mentioned this earlier in the talk – remember ba….ba….baa….ba.

Unfortunately it takes a long time to record the mismatch response to a single phonetic change.

Recently, Partanen and his colleagues have shown that many different mismatch responses may be recorded concurrently to different speech sounds in young infants. Five different mismatches were run concurrently. The sound sample includes only the consonant change /te/ to /ti/, the intensity change and the change in vowel duration. The recordings show significant mismatch responses to the phonetic changes.

A major problem remains about using the mismatch response in infancy and childhood. We need to figure out when the newborn response is positive and when negative. Does this depend on the state of arousal? And we need to track the development of the mismatch response over childhood.

![Development of Speech and Language](image)

Angela Friederici has proposed that infants show a progressive development of language capabilities: the discrimination of phonemes in the language to which they have been exposed, the recognition of prosodic features, the identification of words, and finally the structuring of syntax.

This development can be followed using the auditory evoked potentials. I have illustrated the mismatch negativity (MMN). The CPS – closure positive shift – occurs at the end of sentences or phrases. The N400 occurs when the words don’t make sense. The ELAN early left anterior negativity – and the P600 – occur with grammatical errors.

We need to set up standard paradigms to assess the development of speech and language in infants and young children.

So now for another dream. Recently sophisticated mathematical techniques have been developed to determine the ability of the human brain to follow speech – most particularly “multivariate temporal response functions” (mTRF). These techniques can demonstrate EEG entrainment to the speech envelope, and also to the phonetic changes that are occurring during the ongoing speech. The degree of correlation determined using these techniques can relate to the ability of the subject to recognize speech.
Recent years have seen a plethora of papers on using these new statistical techniques to measure how the brain follows various aspects of the speech signal:


With more research we might be able to present natural ongoing speech to a patient and obtain an objective measure of speech perception.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective Audiometry/Objektive Hörprüfung</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Audiometry/Hörprüfung</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- chirps are good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- speech audiometry?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Thresholds/Schwellen</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- automatic algorithms?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Multiplicity/Vielzahl</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- interleaved chirps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- multiple responses?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Speech/Sprache</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- following responses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- discrimination?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Following responses are a reasonable way to evaluate how speech is being registered in the brain. What we still need is some objective test of speech discrimination. I have mentioned the MMN. We also need to study the development of other late evoked potentials that process speech and language.

I have come to the end of my talk. I have briefly reviewed the need for objective audiometry – for both pure tone thresholds and for speech perception. I have proposed the principle of multiplicity – many stimuli at the same time, and many different responses for each stimulus. I discussed how thresholds can be objectively recognized, and proposed automatic algorithms to reach threshold – our testing should be as objective for the examiner as for the patient. Finally I suggested some ways in which we can assess speech perception – using following responses and the mismatch response.

The following slide shows Paul Klee’s *Mural from the Temple of Longing* (Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York). The arrows point to what one longs for.
In objective audiometry I long for the day when pure tone thresholds are accurately and quickly assessed without any intervention on my part, and when I can speak to a patient and see through his electroencephalogram whether he or she is following what I am saying. I am getting old and it is the prerogative of the elderly to dream.

My sincere thanks to colleagues who provided me with sounds, papers, ideas and advice. Steve Aiken, Gavin Bidelman, Mario Cebulla, Andrew Dmitrijevic, Andrée Durieux-Smith, Viji Easwar, Claus Elberling, Angela Friederici, Sasha John, Nina Kraus, Otavio Lins, Roland Muehler, Eino Partanen, Marilyn Perez-Abalo, David Purcell, Yvonne Sininger, Susan Small, David Stapells, Andy Stuart, Martin Walger, Jan Wouters.
Some of these you will recognize – Mario, Roland, Martin.